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SUMMARY

A wide variety of imperfections impact end-to-end performance in multiple-carrier per transponder
transparent satellite links. Analysis of the link architecture leads to identification of the sources and
characteristics of distortion experienced by a typical multi-carrier signal. This paper introduces a new remote
pre-compensation technique that takes this analysis into account to compensate for the specific distortion
that occurs in the satellite channel. The proposed technique succeeds in compensating both linear and non-
linear channel distortions whilst overcoming the numerous challenges associated with remote waveform
predistortion. Excellent linearisation performance has been observed across a wide range of link scenarios,
even for high power amplifiers already linearised in the analogue domain. In addition, through an extensive
end-to-end simulation campaign and a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) implementation of the new
algorithms, feasibility of the technique has been verified. Copyright c© 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the Digital Video Broadcasting - Satellite; 2nd Generation (DVB-S2) standard, signal

complexity in satellite communications experienced a dramatic increase from the simple, single

carrier Quaternary Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) signal constellations of the original DVB-S standard

to the introduction of constellation sizes up to 32-ary Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying (APSK)

and multiple-carrier per transponder operation [1]. Growth in spectral efficiency has continued in the

recently announced extension to the DVB-S2 standard, namely DVB-S2X[2], where constellation

sizes of up to 256-APSK are included. Such growth is necessary to accommodate the ever-

increasing capacity demand of various user classes but increased complexity comes at the cost of

a corresponding increase in vulnerability of the signal to the distorting effects of typical satellite

channels. In the face of these new spectrally efficient transmission standards, a range of measures

have been developed to improve signal robustness to distortion in the channel. In the DVB-S2

standard [3], powerful Forward Error Correcting (FEC) coding is incorporated to improve system

performance, particularly in the presence of uplink and downlink noise. However, operating alone

in a non-linear and noisy channel, error correcting coding is ineffective without severely impacting

the system information throughput. To combat the linear and non-linear distortion imposed by
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specific satellite channel components, the DVB-S2 standard includes two simple predistortion

algorithms designed to combat both static and dynamic distortion [4]. At a high level, predistortion

entails purposefully distorting a signal prior to it entering a non-linear system with the goal

of improving overall linearity at the system output. In the DVB-S2 standard a so-called data

predistortion approach is used, meaning that the constellation points are modified at the modulator

prior to transmission in the satellite channel. This technique has proven effective and significant

improvements in system linearity and efficiency have been reported [4, 5].

However, data predistortion is a relatively simple compensation technique and the extent to which

it can be effectively used is limited. It will be shown in this work that the feasibility of applying

existing satellite predistortion techniques is greatly reduced when signal complexity increases and

multiple carriers are allowed simultaneous access to a single transponder. These operation modes are

likely to become more common as satellite operators seek to extract maximum efficiency from their

resources by re-using the on-board Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTAs) to serve multiple

transponders. As a result, new and improved methods of compensating distortion in the satellite

channel must be investigated.

In terrestrial wireless communications, digital predistortion is a mature and widely used technique

where modern approaches focus on applying predistortion to the signal waveform rather than

individual symbols [6, 7, 8, 9]. Although a very powerful technique, this waveform predistortion

approach has seen less development in the field of satellite communications. In this paper, a

full pre-compensation system is presented to improve the end-to-end performance over satellite

communication channels. Incorporating principles from existing terrestrial-based predistortion, the

proposed system is designed to operate on the sampled signal waveform meaning compensation

performance is unaffected by the signal characteristics. In addition to non-linear predistortion, the

final pre-compensation system also comprises a novel pre-equalization approach, allowing specific

targeting of the satellite channel memory effects. Detailed simulations have been performed across

a variety of link scenarios and large improvements in system end-to-end performance have been

measured through total degradation. Further, to ensure the proposed techniques suitability for

real time applications, an FPGA implementation of the studied algorithms has been developed

and tested. The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the multi-carrier transparent satellite

architecture, its key components and notable channel impairments are introduced. Next, in Section

III, the potential benefits of advanced digital predistortion algorithms in the satellite channel and the

challenges currently preventing their implementation are discussed. The proposed pre-compensation

technique, developed to overcome these challenges, is introduced and explained in Section IV while

detailed results from simulation and hardware implementation are given in Section V. Finally, a

conclusion in Section VI summarizes the paper findings.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Before discussing satellite link performance and proposed improvement techniques, an introduction

to the system architecture under consideration is necessary. In this work we focus on the transparent

link architecture as used in the majority of modern satellite communication systems, however the

same techniques fit equally well the regenerative system scenarios. Specifically we focus on the

transparent architecture in which multiple carriers access a single satellite transponder with no

on-board baseband processing, the so-called mulit-carrier mode which allows operators to extract

increased efficiency from their assets. In this section, the multi-carrier DVB-S2 transparent link

architecture is introduced and the physical layer components responsible for impairments to system

performance are detailed.

2.1. Transparent Satellite Architecture

The transparent satellite link architecture comprises three main components: transmitting earth

station, satellite payload and, receiving earth station. Each component must be accurately modelled
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Figure 1. Transparent DVB-S2 system model.

in order to precisely characterize the distortion in the system and identify its sources. Figure 1 shows

a system model for the transparent DVB-S2 link architecture.

At the transmitting ground station, the binary data stream is encoded, mapped and filtered. In the

DVB-S2 standard, FEC coding consisting of Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes concatenated

with Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes is applied. After encoding, a bit interleaving

operation is performed to further protect the signal from burst errors. A detailed description of

FEC coding specifications can be found in the DVB-S2 standard [3]. Next, mapping onto one of

the four possible DVB-S2 constellations is performed to generate an output signal with in-phase

and quadrature components. This complex signal is then up-sampled, and passes through a pulse

shaping Square Root Raised Cosine (SRRC) filter. In a real implementation, amplification of the

signal prior to transmission on the uplink channel is essential to ensure sufficient signal quality at

the satellite. Typically, this on-ground amplification at the gateway is performed by a high power

amplifier adequately backed-off to ensure linear operation.

The transparent satellite payload performs four principle tasks: filtering of the uplink signal

to select the desired frequency band for amplification, frequency shifting of the uplink signal to

the required downlink frequency, amplification of the filtered input signal and, filtering of the

amplified signal prior to transmission on the downlink channel. A TWTA performs the payload

primary function of amplifying the weak uplink signal. For simulation of the on-board TWTA,

two separate models have been chosen, both defined in the DVB-S2 standard [3]. The first is a

non-linear TWTA model representing a typical on-board amplifier while the second is a linearised

model corresponding to a system in which an analogue predistortion device is located before the

non-linear amplifier, improving the overall system linearity. Figure 2 shows the amplitude and

phase characteristics for each model. The input multiplexer (IMUX) filter is used to select the

desired frequency band on which a transponder will operate while the output multiplexer (OMUX)

filter performs filtering of the downlink signal to remove out-of-band-components generated during

non-linear amplification. Unlike the IMUX filter which is designed to handle relatively low power

signals, the OMUX filter operates on the immediate output of the amplifier, a very high power

signal. As a result the OMUX filter characteristic is substantially more aggressive than its IMUX

counterpart. Figure 3 shows the group delay and attenuation characteristics of the IMUX and OMUX

filters respectively as implemented in simulation and extracted from the DVB-S2 standard.

The receiving ground station performs all tasks necessary to convert the signal received on the

downlink channel to a stream of binary information. As shown in Figure 1, the downlink signal

is passed through a Low Noise Block (LNB) before matched SRRC filtering is performed. After
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Figure 2. (a) Lineaized and (b) nonlinearized travelling wave tube amplifier amplitude and phase
characteristics.
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Figure 3. (a) IMUX and (b) OMUX filters rejection and group delay characteristics.

filtering, the resulting single carrier signal is down-sampled and demodulated to produce a stream

of encoded binary data. Finally, both LDPC and BCH decoding along with bit de-interleaving are

performed on the demodulator output stream in order to recover the binary data initially sent. In

this work, as the majority of receiver user terminals are expected to be low-cost devices capable of

decoding only a single carrier, implementation of a complex multi-carrier equalization solution at

the user terminal is not considered.

2.2. Multi-carrier Operation

Multi-carrier satellite link operation [3, 10, 11, 12], the use of a number of individual carriers spread

across a single transponder passband, enables satellite operators to extract greater efficiency from a

given set of assets by re-using on board TWTA and thereby reducing the payload mass and power. As

high order modulations combined with powerful FEC coding increase spectral efficiency, bandwidth

requirements for users operating at a fixed data rate are reduced. In multi-carrier operation, provided

the passband is sufficiently wide, multiple carriers may pass through a single transponder. This

greatly improves system efficiency as the number of users the link can host is determined by

available bandwidth.

In terms of implementation, the transparent multi-carrier satellite link can be realized by applying

only minor modifications to the single carrier example outlined in the preceding section. As shown
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Figure 4. Three-carrier transparent satellite link transmitter layout.

in the three carrier per transponder case in Figure 4, at the transmitter, multiple binary data streams

are independently encoded, mapped and filtered for each carrier. Following matched filtering, each

baseband carrier undergoes a frequency shift to the desired region of the uplink signal spectrum.

Finally the carriers are combined to form the multi-carrier signal that is transmitted to the satellite

payload.

2.3. Transparent Channel Impairments

The satellite channel imposes a high level of distortion on transmitted signals, ultimately reducing

link performance. Both system hardware (such as the IMUX and OMUX filters) and external

factors (such as external noise on the uplink and downlink channels) contribute to this distortion. In

this work the linear and non-linear distortion caused by physical layer components in the satellite

channel is primarily of interest.

2.3.1. Filter Memory Effects Memory effects introduced by filters account for a large portion of

the overall distortion observed in the satellite channel. In an ideal filter, characteristics such as

group delay and rejection remain constant across the passband, meaning the filter performance is

unchanged for each frequency component of an in-band carrier signal. However, in the case of the

IMUX and OMUX filters, which account for a large part of the satellite payload, ideal performance

cannot be assumed. For these real hardware components, the desired flat in-band characteristics

cannot be implemented and, as a result, for different frequency components of a given input signal

the filter passband response will vary. This frequency dependent behaviour introduces memory

effects to the channel and ultimately leads to a substantial reduction in system performance. For

the OMUX filter, which is required to operate on the high-power TWTA output signal, the in-band

characteristics, especially group delay, are particularly severe. As shown in Figure 5, for a multi-

carrier signal composed of two 18MHz carriers spaced 18MHz apart, the group delay characteristic

of a 36MHz OMUX signal changes substantially within each carrier bandwidth. Indeed, for the case

illustrated, the difference in group delay across a carrier band is greater than the symbol interval of

the original signal. Even in the case where an optimum delay is calculated and applied at the receiver,

it can only be applied across the entire carrier bandwidth meaning certain frequency components

of the signal will inevitably be misaligned. Such a situation leads to rapid degradation in signal

quality. The distortion caused by memory effects in the channel is manifested as a clustering of

the constellation points at the receiver. The use of powerful FEC coding can help to alleviate these

effects by creating a system that is more robust to constellation point clustering, but does not address

the underlying cause.
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Figure 5. OMUX filter (a) rejection and (b) group delay characteristics and typical signal comprising two
15MHz carriers spaced apart by 18MHz.

2.3.2. Amplifier Non-linear Distortion The TWTA used for amplification of the signal prior to

transmission on the downlink channel is an inherently non-linear device [13]. Output power

saturation is responsible for the non-linear input-output characteristic of the TWTA and the resulting

introduction of non-linear distortion into the channel. The TWTA output signal phase also varies

depending on the input signal power, further warping the constellation. Figure 6(a) illustrates

warping of the output constellation from a non-linear TWTA operating with a 5dB input power

back-off on a single carrier 32-APSK signal. In the frequency domain, non-linear amplification

causes spectral regrowth in the output signal, a particularly important concern in multiple-carrier-

per-transponder scenarios. Figure 6(b) depicts intermodulation interference in a three-carrier signal

caused by spectral re-growth during non-linear amplification. Non-linear distortion is a well-

documented problem in all communication systems employing high-power amplifiers (HPAs).

In satellite communications, the simplest and most common solution involves ‘backing-off’ the

amplifier operating point to ensure the input power does not reach the point corresponding to

output power saturation. This allows the amplifier to operate in a region where the relationship

between input and output power is approximately linear. Whilst effective in maintaining linearity,

operation in a backed-off state is not power efficient and with increasing signal complexity

and corresponding linearity requirements, system efficiency is severely reduced. In the DVB-

S2 standard, to further reduce the impact of non-linear distortion on system performance, for

modulation formats greater than three bits per symbol, APSK constellations are employed instead

of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Ultimately, non-linear distortion remains a persistent

issue in satellite communication links and necessitates an undesirable trade-off between accuracy

and efficiency. In the following section, a digital predistortion technique which offers the potential

to eliminate this trade-off, is introduced.

3. DIGITAL PREDISTORTION FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Digital predistortion (DPD) is a linearisation technique that uses signal processing to compensate

for the linear and non-linear distortion present in a communication system [14]. The basic operating

principles of the technique are simple. As shown in Figure 7, prior to passing an information-

carrying signal through a known non-linear system, such as a typical power amplifier, the signal is

modified by a predistortion block whose input/output characteristic is the inverse of the non-linear

channel. A series combination of the non-linear system and its inverse in the form of the predistorter

will ideally result in an overall linear system. Operating at digital baseband, the technique offers the

potential to improve linearity without adversely affecting system efficiency and whilst maintaining
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Figure 6. (a) Constellation at receiver demodulator showing effects of nonlinear distortion on 32-APSK
single carrier signal and (b) adjacent carrier interference following nonlinear amplification.
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relatively low implementation complexity. Given these attractive traits, it is unsurprising that the

technique has found application in satellite communications, which are inherently power limited.

In this section, simple existing satellite DPD approaches are briefly reviewed and the challenges

preventing implementation of more advanced techniques are outlined.

3.1. Data Predistortion

Two principle digital predistortion approaches have been developed for use in the satellite

communication field and are included in the DVB-S2 standard [4]. The first, termed static

predistortion, is designed to correct for static non-linearities in the channel, ignoring all memory

effects, while the second, dynamic predistortion, compensates for both static non-linearities and

memory effects in the channel.

In the case of the static DPD algorithm, a centre of mass for each point in the received signal

constellation is calculated and compared to the corresponding transmitted signal constellation point.

An error signal based on the distance between each transmitted point and received centroid is then

used to generate the predistorted constellation point. In this way a look-up table can be populated

and addressed to correspond to each point on the original signal constellation. As shown in Figure

8, in operation, the predistortion block takes the input signal sample and uses it to retrieve the

corresponding output predistorted value from the look up table. For dynamic predistortion, a similar

method is adapted but, in order to account for memory in the system the predistorted constellation is

conditioned on the current symbol and the (L− 1)/2 symbols before and after the current symbol.

In order to store every possible constellation point, an increase in look-up table size is necessary.

Copyright c© 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Satell. Commun. Network. (2015)
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This increase is given by M · L, where M is the number of points in the constellation and L is the

memory depth.

Given their inclusion in the widely used DVB-S2 standard, performance of the algorithms discussed

above has been evaluated extensively and substantial gains in both system efficiency and linearity

have been reported [4, 15]. However, although highly effective in certain scenarios, the existing

algorithms are not a complete solution. Implementation complexity, particularly for the dynamic

predistortion algorithm is closely related to both the memory characteristics of the system and the

number of constellation points. Thus, an increase in either parameter can lead to rapid growth in the

required look up table size.

When multiple carriers are combined to form a multi-carrier signal, the established data-

predistortion techniques outlined above struggle to operate effectively. To apply the one-to-one

mapping procedure on which the techniques are based requires that each data stream be predistorted

individually, prior to frequency shifting and combination with the other carriers. In this scenario,

determination of the correct predistortion operation for a symbol in a given data stream requires that

the current symbol in each data stream at that instant be taken into account. Further, to account for

memory effects in the channel the (L− 1)/2 symbols before and after the current symbol in each

data stream must be accounted for. The resulting look-up table and training procedure complexity

for each data stream is impractically large.

Recently, interest in the area of multi-carrier satellite pre-compensation has increased and work

addressing the modification of existing data-based techniques and development of novel solutions

has been reported in the literature[16, 17]. These techniques form a family of proposed ‘second-

generation’ satellite predistortion solutions to which the technique reported in this work also

belongs.

3.2. Waveform Predistortion

In data predistortion techniques, the predistortion operation is performed immediately after, or

incorporated into, the modulator, where bit sequences are mapped onto a constellation diagram.

While convenient for single carrier systems, this is not the only location from which the signal

can be distorted. In a multi-carrier transmitter, there are significant advantages to applying digital

predistortion at a later point in the chain, specifically at the point where each individual data stream

has been modulated, filtered, up-sampled, frequency shifted and combined with the other data

streams for that transponder. Here, a given input symbol to the predistorter contains information

from all carriers and a single predistorter at this point operates to linearise the entire bandwidth of

the transponder instead of just a single carrier.

Illustrated in Figure 8, waveform predistortion approaches are based on generating an inverse model

of the non-linear channel from known input and output characteristics and apply predistortion

according to the amplitude of each sample. Using known input and measured output data from

the system that is to be compensated, an equation is first generated to fit the non-linear amplitude

Copyright c© 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Satell. Commun. Network. (2015)
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and phase characteristics. The inverse of this equation is the predistortion equation and, in series

with the original non-linear system, will provide a linearised output. In this equation-based

approach, because the inverse model is a continuous function, it is not necessary for the input

samples to belong to a finite set of constellation points, as is the case in the existing satellite

predistortion approaches. Such waveform predistortion techniques offer a clear solution to many of

the problems facing existing data predistortion in satellite communications. In particular, by directly

modelling the amplitude-to-amplitude modulation (AM/AM) and amplitude to phase modulations

(AM/PM) characteristics of the non-linear channel, these techniques are not dependent on the signal

constellation. This is in contrast to data predistortion techniques, and is an important consideration in

DVB-S2 operation where modulation formats can change on a frame-by-frame basis. In this work a

satellite channel compensation technique is proposed based on the waveform predistortion approach

discussed above. The technique operates at baseband in the transmitting earth station and is designed

to remotely compensate for both the static and dynamic distortion observed in the satellite channel.

However, the terrestrial wireless communications environment in which existing advanced

digital predistortion techniques have developed is substantially different from that of the satellite

communications field. In addition to the unique distortion characteristics of the satellite channel

itself, restrictions and limitations are imposed on signals destined to be transmitted in the channel

[18].
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3.2.1. Uplink and Downlink Bandwidth Constraints. In a typical waveform predistorter, model

coefficients are trained using a sampled and down-converted output from the amplifier of interest.

As a result of the non-linear nature of the device, this output signal typically displays substantial

spectral regrowth. To ensure accuracy in conventional waveform predistortion systems the order of

the model used to characterize the system behaviour must correspond to the captured bandwidth

of the system output signal. For example, accurate training of a fifth-order model would require a

captured bandwidth at the Power Amplifier (PA) output five times larger than the original signal

input. In the remote satellite predistortion scenario, to satisfy the downlink spectrum specifications,

the TWTA output signal is filtered by the OMUX filter prior to transmission back to the ground.

As shown in Figure 9, it is therefore not possible to capture the full output signal bandwidth at the

receiving ground station. However, when a filtered output signal is captured, the bandwidth of the

model does not match the output, and the model accuracy is degraded. In satellite communications,

it may be possible to train the predistortion parameters using on-ground simulations where signal

access problems are removed. However, it is desirable that the predistortion model account for the

entire payload characteristics, not just those of the TWTA. Thus, even for on-ground simulations, the

IMUX and OMUX filters should remain in position during training and the payload output signal

is again bandwidth constrained. Ultimately, for a conventional terrestrial predistortion technique

operating on a transparent satellite link, bandwidth constraints in measuring the payload output

signal are sufficiently severe to prevent accurate modelling of the non-linear amplifier and thus

negate any potential performance gains.

In addition to the captured downlink bandwidth, limitations on the uplink signal spectrum must

also be considered. As the predistortion operation is itself non-linear the output predistorted

signal experiences spectral regrowth. In the remote satellite predistortion case this signal must be

transmitted on the uplink channel to the satellite but strict regulations govern the allowable out-of-

band power. Thus, filtering of the uplink predistorted signal must be performed prior to transmission

to ensure adherence to the uplink spectrum mask.

3.2.2. Non-linear Modelling Limitations. Conventional terrestrial predistortion applications

employ models like the Volterra series that are aimed at modelling the non-linear, low order memory

systems generally associated with amplifiers. In these techniques, model coefficients are typically

calculated using a least squares-based algorithm and measured input and output signals from the

device to be linearised [9]. However, in the transparent satellite channel, particularly in the case

where multiple carriers are using the full transponder bandwidth, linear distortion due to memory

effects introduced by the IMUX and OMUX is responsible for a large share of the distortion. In this

case the accuracy of conventional modelling procedures is severely degraded. As it is not feasible to

access the specific input and output signals to the on-board TWTA (or an on-ground TWTA model,

as explained above), all modelling must be performed based on the measured uplink and downlink

signals, the input and output signals to the payload as a whole. A typical payload amplitude response

is shown in Figure 10 where it can be seen that, in the presence of strong memory effects the static,

non-linear distortion of the amplifier is ‘hidden’ within the resulting linear noise on the downlink

signal and cannot be accurately modelled. The non-linear predistortion model, originally designed

to model a non-linear system with mild memory effects, is ill-equipped to compensate the strong

system memory effects. This is clearly not an optimum scenario and ultimately results in reduced

compensation performance as the predistortion algorithm struggles to cope with excessive memory

effects while compensation of non-linear distortion is neglected.

4. PROPOSED PRE-COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE

In this section a novel pre-compensation technique designed to improve transparent single and

multi-carrier satellite link performance and based on advanced predistortion algorithms from

terrestrial wireless communications is introduced. The proposed technique overcomes many of the

issues associated with existing satellite predistortion methods by operating on the signal waveform

after pulse-shaping, similar to modern terrestrial algorithms. The technique incorporates a number
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of novel features developed to overcome the challenges and limitations associated with advanced

predistortion in the satellite channel, specifically the non-linear model training limitations and

bandwidth constraints detailed in the previous section.

4.1. Linear Pre-Compensation

Components exhibiting frequency dependent behaviour (in particular the OMUX) are a primary

source of linear distortion in the satellite channel. As discussed, such memory effects not only

impact system performance directly but also hinder attempts to compensate other sources of

distortion in the channel such as the non-linear amplifier by preventing accurate modelling of

the device characteristics. Thus, in order to effectively implement a waveform-based remote

predistortion solution in the satellite channel it is necessary to first deal with the channel memory

effects. To achieve this, a novel linear pre-compensation component is included in the proposed

solution. Acting as a form of ‘pre-equalizer’, this component is trained so as to have a group delay

and rejection response that, in series with the satellite channel, serves to ‘flatten’ the aggressive

frequency dependent characteristics and remove a large portion of the channel memory effects. In

comparison with standard receiver-based equalizer implementations, the linear compensation block

is located at the transmitting ground station immediately following the non-linear pre-compensator.

This reduces system complexity by allowing a single equalization operation at one point in the

chain to compensate the entire transponder bandwidth. This also avoids making user terminals more

complex by keeping complexity and cost at the gateway side. The linear pre-compensation block

can be implemented as a simple linear filter with complex coefficients and is given by,

y(n) =

Q−1
∑

q=0

h1(q)x(n − q), (1)

where x(n) is the input signal sample, y(n) is the corresponding filtered output signal sample and,

h1 are the coefficients of the Q-tap filter. The structural similarities between this pre-compensator

filter and the non-linear compensation block are noteworthy from an implementation perspective.

The simple linear Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter can effectively be derived from the same

structure as the more complex Volterra series leading to a strong synergy between the internal

sub-modules of the pre-compensation system and a reduction in implementation complexity. In

the proposed system, it is critical that the linear pre-compensation block is active during training

of the non-linear predistortion algorithm. Thus, a two-step training process has been developed in

which training of the linear compensation block is performed prior to training of the non-linear

predistortion component. In order to calculate accurate pre-equalizer coefficients non-linearities in

the channel are reduced as much as possible during the short training process.

4.2. Band-limited Non-Linear Pre-Compensation

Non-linear distortion in the satellite channel is primarily due to the TWTA. The Volterra series,

modifications of which are widely used to describe non-linear systems with weak memory in

terrestrial applications, forms the basis for the model proposed in this work.

The Dynamic Deviation Reduction-based (DDR) Volterra-series is a popular model in terrestrial

waveform predistortion [19, 20, 9]. The model offers a compromise between accuracy and

complexity over the traditional Volterra series by allowing the designer to control the extent to which

high-order dynamics are included. Given this flexibility and proven performance in the terrestrial

field, the model was selected to form the basis of the nonlinear compensation section of the proposed

satellite predistortion technique. The original DDR-based Volterra series model structure is given
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by:
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∑
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∑
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r
∏

j=1

x(n− ij)











, (2)

where x(n) and y(n) are the input and output signal samples respectively, P is the order of non-

linearity and M represents the memory length. It should be noted that although the DDR-based

Volterra series has been selected here for non-linear modelling of the satellite channel, application

of a wide range of models from the terrestrial wireless communications domain is possible and

certain models may indeed achieve stronger overall performance for a given set of operating

conditions. As discussed in the preceding section, limitations on uplink and downlink signal

spectra prevent straightforward application of a DDR-based predistortion algorithm to the satellite

channel. Without access to a wide-band output signal from the non-linear amplifier, the conventional

model cannot be trained accurately. To solve this problem and enable accurate modelling of the

amplifier non-linearity within the frequency band of interest a band-limited predistortion technique

has been applied. Originally developed for wideband terrestrial wireless communications where
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Figure 13. Transparent multicarrier link with integrated pre-compensation system.

operating speeds of Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) on the return channel limit the PA output

bandwidth that can be accurately captured for modelling, the band-limited modelling technique is

a powerful tool [21]. By enabling accurate modelling within a specific frequency range to which

the input and output measured values are limited, the technique is well suited to operation in the

bandwidth constrained transparent satellite link environment. As shown in Figures 11 and 12, for a

set of input signal samples x(n) and corresponding band-limited measured output samples y(n)
the band-limited technique overcomes the difficulties experienced in conventional predistortion

model training by controlling bandwidth expansion as the signal passes through each non-linear

Volterra operator. Importantly, this bandwidth limitation is performed individually for each non-

linear order by means of a linear filtering function, with coefficients h(p), inserted prior to coefficient

multiplication. Provided the filter bandwidth remains less than or equal to the captured bandwidth

at the output of the amplifier, the band-limited technique ensures no loss of accuracy in calculating

the optimum model parameters, bn, to model the in-band characteristics.

Incorporating the band-limiting technique into the DDR model does not impact the structure of

the predistorting function but requires modification of the associated training algorithm involving

insertion of a band-limiting function for each non-linear order corresponding to the available

downlink signal bandwidth to ensure optimum calculation of in-band coefficients. In summary, use

of the band-limiting technique eliminates the issue of inaccurate modelling due to limitations on the

uplink and downlink bandwidth and, combined with the linear pre-compensation block described

above paves the way for implementation of waveform-based predistortion in the transparent satellite

channel.

4.3. Complete Pre-Compensation Model

Using the above solutions, a complete pre-compensation system, compatible with the requirements

of the transparent satellite link architecture, has been assembled. Figure 13 shows the location of the

compensation device and associated training signals with respect to the full transparent multi-carrier

link. As shown in Figure 14, the final pre-compensation set-up takes the form of a two-box model.

Input signals to the pre-compensation system first enter the non-linear band-limited predistortion

block which comprises a band-limited DDR-based model as described above. After non-linear

predistortion has been applied, the signal is passed to a linear pre-compensation block comprising a

linear filter with coefficients trained to equalize the channel memory effects, also described above.

The pre-compensation system training procedure is described in Figure 14. To ensure desired system

operation, correct sequencing of training operations is important. As shown in Figure 14, training of
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the linear pre-compensation component is performed first and in the presence of as little non-linear

distortion as possible. As previously mentioned, it is envisioned that this may be achieved by briefly

operating the on-board amplifier in a highly linear region. Once training is complete, the linear pre-

compensation block is immediately activated in the system and the on-board amplifier returned to

its desired operating point. Under these new conditions, a second set of channel input and output

data is recorded and a least-squares based method is used to train the non-linear predistortion block

coefficients. It can be seen that in this way the impact of channel memory effects on the non-linear

model accuracy is greatly reduced.

5. RESULTS

The proposed pre-compensation technique has been evaluated extensively through both software

and hardware implementations. In this section, simulation results across a range of operating

conditions demonstrate the flexibility and strength of the proposed technique while realization of

an FPGA-based, real-time processing capable, prototype confirms its implementation feasibility.

5.1. Simulation Results

Software simulations across a range of operating scenarios have been performed. An end-to-

end simulation platform has been implemented based on the European Space Agency-developed

TOPCOM++ class libraries and is shown in Figure 15. Based on a transparent multi-carrier DVB-

S2 system, the final simulation platform allows generation of performance measurements at the

information bit level.

5.1.1. Performance Metrics. Total link degradation (TD) is used as the principle end-to-end metric

for comparing system performance with and without the proposed compensation technique. The

total link degradation metric reported here is given by [4]:

DTOT (s)[dB] =

[

Es

N0

]NL

req

(s)[dB] −

[

Es

N0

]AWGN

req

(s)[dB] +OBO(s)[dB], (3)
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where

[

Es

N0

]NL

req

represents the symbol energy to noise density ratio required to achieve the target Bit

Error Rate (BER) for the full non-linear satellite channel,

[

Es

N0

]AWGN

req

represents the symbol energy

to noise density ratio required to achieve the target BER for an Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) channel and OBO is the output power back-off of the TWTA in the non-linear channel.

For the results reported here a target BER of 10−4 has been chosen to reduce simulation time. Given

the relatively high target BER, a short set of additional verification simulations have been performed

to ensure that a noise floor does not exist at lower BER levels which may be undetected by the 10−4

target simulations.

5.1.2. Simulation Notes. For the satellite channel in question, nonlinear memory effects are

primarily limited to low orders meaning inclusion of high order dynamics in the nonlinear model

offers little improvement in accuracy. As a result, the nonlinear model has, for the majority of cases,

been implemented as an entirely memoryless entity modelling only the static nonlinearities in the

channel (i.e. M = 0). Whilst greatly reducing complexity of implementation, this simplification

may not suit all satellite channels, particularly at very wide bandwidths where TWTA characteristics

are likely to exhibit some degree of frequency dependency. In these cases, accounting for higher

order dynamics is easily performed by simply controlling the relevant parameters on the chosen

model. Also excluded from the simulations is the effect of the ground station high power amplifier,

which is operated in the linear region. A similar assumption has been made to allow neglecting of

the effects of AWGN in the uplink channel. Uplink signal power is assumed sufficiently high to

ensure a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) large enough to discount the effects of AWGN given the large

antenna and TWTA power employed on the gateway side.

Accurate time alignment prior to sampling at the receiver is an important consideration in both

simulation and implementation. A simple convolution operation is performed on a test set of data

passed through the channel to determine the time delay between uplink and downlink signals.

A timing offset can then be calculated for the receiver to ensure that during down-sampling

the optimum signal sample is captured each time. Provided a high enough oversampling rate is

chosen, this method ensures acceptable performance at the receiver, while avoiding the additional

computation complexity of simulating a complex alignment algorithm.

For all reported results, a 36MHz transponder bandwidth is used, SRRC roll-off factor is 0.2 and

all signals are oversampled by a factor of 16. This high oversampling factor is chosen for ease

of implementation across the simulation platform. For practical applications, as discussed in [22],

for accurate modelling of the nonlinear system, the complex baseband In-phase/Quadrature (I/Q)

signal need only be sampled at twice its maximum baseband input frequency. To ensure successful

application of the bandwidth-constrained technique, signal spectra were measured at various points

in the signal chain. In particular, adherence of the uplink predistorted signal to the DVB-S2 uplink

spectral mask was monitored. Figure 16 shows the uplink predistorted spectra for the two primary

signal configurations tested in this work. It can be seen that for both cases the uplink predistorted

signal bandwidth is well controlled and remains within the DVB-S2 uplink spectrum mask.

As discussed in previous sections, the established satellite predistortion techniques ([4]) have not

been considered in the multi-carrier scenario. Therefore, to provide a frame of reference for the

performance of the proposed technique in the simulations that follow, two results are reported for

each scenario, one corresponding to the case where pre-compensation is enabled and a second result,

taken from an identical platform when the technique is disabled.

5.1.3. Two Carrier Signals per Transponder. Applying pre-compensation when the multi-carrier

signal is composed of just two individual carriers leads to substantial improvements in system

performance. The total link degradation results plotted in Figure 17 demonstrate the performance of

such a system both with and without the pre-compensation technique applied. Here, a two carrier

signal with 32-APSK modulation and coding rate 8/9 in one carrier and 8-PSK modulation and

coding rate 2/3 in the other is transmitted through a transparent satellite channel with linearised
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on-board TWTA. An 18MHz carrier spacing is used and the symbol rate for each carrier is 16.5

MBaud.

The proposed technique is designed to compensate distortions in the channel in order to improve

received signal quality at the receiver. As a result, in the case where the modulation and coding

applied to a given signal is relatively robust in the face of distortion, the scope for improvement

when pre-compensation is applied is reduced. In Figure 17, this is illustrated by the difference

in performance improvement between the 32-APSK carrier, where pre-compensation reduces

total degradation by 3.94dB to 4.63dB and the 8-PSK carrier where total degradation is reduced

by 0.75dB to 2.25dB. Again, the use of a linearised on-board amplifier model in calculating

performance both with and without pre-compensation applied is noted. In reading the above results,

it should be kept in mind that acting on two different modulation schemes does not bring the best

possible improvement from the DPD point of view.

In Figure 18, total degradation is reported for the case where a two-carrier signal with identical

16-APSK modulation and 3/4 coding rate in each carrier passes through the satellite transponder.

Importantly, the symbol rate for each carrier is 18MBaud while the carrier spacing remains

18MHz as before. As shown in Figure 18, use of the entire 36MHz transponder bandwidth in
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this way introduces significant distortion on the uncompensated signal. Inter-carrier interference

due to extremely tight carrier spacing and memory effects introduced by aggressive group delay

characteristics at the outer edges of the OMUX passband are primarily responsible for the distortion.

The proposed pre-compensation technique is capable of compensating both the non-linear distortion

responsible for increased inter-carrier interference and the memory effects brought about by non-

ideal filter passband characteristics. Consequently, when pre-compensation is applied, drastic

improvements in performance are measured. In Figure 18, improvements in optimum total link

degradation of 6.91dB and 6.23dB are recorded for carrier 1 and carrier 2 respectively when pre-

compensation is applied.

Further probing the limits of the pre-compensation technique, in Figure 19 total degradation

results for a two carrier signal with bandwidth 37.45MHz excluding roll-off are presented. All signal

parameters remain the same as in the previous case with the exception that spacing between the two

18Mbaud carriers is increased to 19.45MHz. In this scenario, the effects of inter-carrier interference

are somewhat reduced by the increased spacing between carriers. However, the resulting increase

in signal bandwidth locates an even greater portion of the information-carrying signal in close

proximity to aggressive filter characteristics responsible for linear, dynamic distortion. Again, this

is found to be within the capabilities of the proposed pre-compensation technique and similarly

large performance improvements are measured. Specifically, improvements in optimum total link

degradation of 10.5dB and 10.3dB are measured when pre-compensation is applied. It should be

noted that the 36MHz transponder IMUX and OMUX filters used here, and defined in [7], do not

exhibit a particularly sharp rejection characteristic and the majority of distortion is accounted for

by the group delay response. Thus, with compensation it is possible to achieve very low total link

degradation measurements despite the fact that the original uplink signal has a bandwidth greater

than the transponder passband.
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Figure 19. Performance with and without pre-compensation, two carrier signal, 16-APSK modulation,
19.45MHz carrier spacing.
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Figure 20. Performance with and without pre-compensation, three carrier signal, 32-APSK modulation,
11.36MHz carrier spacing.

5.1.4. Three Carrier Signals per Transponder. Increasing the number of carriers per transponder

does not impair the effectiveness of the pre-compensation technique. In Figure 20, total link

degradation for a transparent, three-carrier satellite link is reported. In this scenario, three carriers

occupy the 36 MHz bandwidth each with a symbol rate of 10.08 Mbaud and a carrier spacing of

11.36 MHz. A non-linear TWTA model is implemented, further adding to the channel distortion.

In addition, relatively weak coding combined with 32-APSK modulation means that, without

compensation, the multi-carrier signal is particularly vulnerable to distortion, as shown by the

blue traces in Figure 20. In contrast to two-carrier signals, where the distortion on each carrier

is approximately equal when symmetric transponder characteristics are assumed, for three carrier

signals, this is not the case. Typically the distortion experienced by the central carrier in such

a system is strongly related to the non-linear distortion present in the channel and the resulting

spectral regrowth and interference from adjacent carriers. For the outer carriers, non-ideal passband

characteristics, especially close to filter edges, typically account for the majority of distortion.

Thus, for the central carrier, compensation of inter-carrier interference is most important while for

the outer carriers the compensation of memory effects is critical. The proposed pre-compensation

system, acting on the entire multi-carrier signal, as opposed to individual carriers, is unaffected by

the differing requirements of each carrier. Pre-compensation is applied to the uplink signal to cancel

out both linear and non-linear distortions across the entire signal bandwidth. As shown in Figure 20,

substantial performance improvements are measured when the technique is applied. For the central

carrier, optimum total link degradation is improved by 3.84 dB to 5.89 dB while the outer carriers

(1 and 3) experience improvements of 4.87 dB and 4.14 dB to 5.33 dB and 5.52 dB respectively.

In Figure 21, total link degradation is reported for a transparent link scenario where three identical

carriers with 16-APSK modulation and 3/4 coding share a single, linearised transponder. In contrast

to Figure 20, the modulation and coding (MODCOD) employed here is more robust to channel

distortions and, as a result, improvements in system performance when compensation is applied

are significantly reduced. Performance of the inner carrier, where only a very small improvement

is achieved is particularly noteworthy. As mentioned above, the inner carrier is affected primarily
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Figure 21. Performance with and without pre-compensation, three carrier signal, 16-APSK modulation,
12MHz carrier spacing.

by interference from adjacent outer carriers whose spectrum in the frequency domain experiences

some spreading due to the non-linear amplifier characteristic. In the simulation case of Figure 21,

spacing between each of the 10 MBaud carriers is 12 MHz meaning that, in combination with the use

of a linearised amplifier characteristic, distortion on the inner carrier is drastically reduced. Thus,

there is little scope for improvement when the pre-compensation technique is applied. For the outer

carriers, generous spacing within the transponder passband allows location relatively distant from

the aggressive edge-of-band characteristics and reduces the linear distortion imposed on each. As

shown in Figure 21, when pre-compensation is applied, an improvement of 1.11 dB to 3.4 dB and

1.07 dB to 3.45 dB is measured for carriers 1 and 3 respectively. Note that in all simulation results

presented above, part of the TD improvement is due to the DPD allowing a reduction in input power

back-off from the saturation point. Apart from performance, this has the favourable consequence

that it improves the efficiency of the device and hence reduces the DC power consumption, which

is critical for a satellite payload.

5.2. Hardware Implementation

To confirm feasibility, the proposed pre-compensation system has been implemented in hardware

and its performance evaluated in real time. A Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA mounted on a VC707 evaluation

board has been used for evaluation. The test set-up is shown in Figure 22. To test the proposed

system, a DVB-S2 signal, generated on-board a PC and saved to block memory on the FPGA board,

is passed, in real-time corresponding to the signal sampled rate, through the linear and non-linear

compensation components implemented in hardware on the board. The output from this operation

is saved and uploaded for analysis on the connected PC.

Having generated the predistorted signal in real time, confirmation of the implementation

feasibility of the proposed approach is achieved by comparing the captured signal to a predistorted

signal generated by software simulations for the same input. The simulated predistortion signal

is a representation of the signal used throughout the software simulations described above and a
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Figure 22. Real-time hardware implementation test setup.

sufficiently close match with the predistorted signal generated using real hardware would confirm

the feasibility of implementing the simulated pre-compensation system.

5.2.1. Implemented System Precision. To test the system performance, a high-demand scenario

has been implemented in both software and hardware. A two-carrier DVB-S2 signal is used with

each 18MHz carrier spaced apart by 18MHz. The channel for which the parameters are calculated

consists of a simulated 36MHz transponder including IMUX, non-linear TWTA and OMUX.

Each carrier is oversampled by a factor of sixteen prior to carrier combination resulting in a

required processing rate at the pre-compensation device of 18MHz × 16 = 288× 106 samples per

second. Thus, the on-board system clock will run at 288MHz during real-time pre-compensation.

It should be noted that this scenario has been selected both out of convenience in keeping

with the parameters used in simulation and as a means of testing the hardware implementation

feasibility of the algorithm under relatively challenging processing speed requirements. In a

practical implementation, given a 36MHz transponder bandwidth, the processing rate can be as

low as 72× 106 samples per second. For quantification purposes it is recommended to employ

figures of merit that compute the residual error in each component (I and Q). A suitable figure

is the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) which usually is presented in decibels, a very

convenient scale to highlight any residual error and compare with typical dynamic range and

spectrum performance of real implementations. The definition for the NMSE employed here is:

NMSE[dB] = 10 log

{

∑N

n=1
[ymod(n)− ymeas(n)]

2

∑N

n=1
|ymeas(n)|2

}

, (4)

where ymod(n) represents the baseband complex samples of a reference signal obtained from a 64-

bit full precision software simulator and ymeas(n) the baseband complex samples measured in the

FPGA.
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Figure 23. Time domain comparison between pre-compensator output for hardware implementation and
software simulation.
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Figure 24. NMSE performance at output of nonlinear compensation block and full pre-compensation system.

In Figure 23 a short section of the time domain pre-compensator output signal for both the

hardware implementation and software simulations is plotted. Strong agreement between both cases

is evident. A more comprehensive comparison is detailed in Figure 24 where normalised mean

square error has been calculated for a variety of data sets. It can be seen that NMSE at the output of

the pre-compensation system between the hardware and software implementations is independent

of the data sets used. The average value of NMSE across the six data sets is measured at -52.10 dB.

Also shown in Figure 24 is the NMSE calculated at the output of the non-linear compensation

block in both the hardware and software implementations. This serves as a form of ‘halfway point’ in

the pre-compensation system. At this point the NMSE value is substantially lower with an average

value measured across the six data sets of -61.09 dB. The reduction in accuracy observed as the

signal moves through the hardware is due to rounding errors in the 16-bit representation of each

signal sample. It should be noted that the present implementation of the proposed pre-compensation

system has been designed as a proof of concept rather than a fully operational device and with

further refinement significant accuracy improvements are anticipated.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new pre-compensation technique has been introduced to improve link performance

in transparent, multi-carrier satellite communications. The technique has been developed following

analysis of the transparent satellite channel and is designed specifically to combat the most common

forms of distortion in that environment. Distortion, linear and non-linear, static and dynamic is

considered and the proposed technique overcomes many of the factors that prevent application of

existing satellite predistortion solutions to multi-carrier scenarios. Through extensive testing and

simulation, performance of the pre-compensation technique across a range of scenarios has been

investigated. Improvements are reported for all cases with the majority showing vast reductions in

total link degradation. In certain cases, improvements of greater than 10 dB have been recorded in

comparisons between identical systems with and without the pre-compensation technique applied.

In addition to software simulations, the hardware implementation feasibility of the technique has

been assessed through realization of a real-time processing capable prototype on FPGA. Through

testing, the implemented algorithm has proven capable of performing the required pre-compensation

procedures at the appropriate speed and with a suitable level of precision. In conclusion, this paper

has described the design, development, testing and implementation of a digital pre-compensation

technique capable of efficient operation on transparent, multi-carrier satellite communication links.
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